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interplay between labor, gender, and race in the process of industrialization and social transition across
various cultures in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. ART/WORK highlights thirteen works of art
from Gettysburg College’s Fine Art Collection and Special Collections. Posters, prints, and photographs in
this exhibition are not simply documents of people and tasks performed within their own particular
histories and societies, but are presented as works of art by a diverse group of accomplished makers.
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Introduction
Artists, perhaps to emphasize their own dedication to the intellectual
and manual skills required for making art, have long been drawn to the
theme of labor, both in their depictions of workers and scenes of making.
In the late seventeenth century, Dutch paintings frequently portrayed
earnest and diligent artisans performing trades at shops or on the streets.
Later, rapid economic, social and political changes throughout Europe
in the mid-nineteenth century led to a more radical approach to realist
representations of labor. This exhibition ART/WORK: Labor, Identity, and
Society considers these art-historical precedents to explore the issues of
labor in art. More specifically, the student curators investigate the dynamic
interplay between labor, gender, and race in the process of industrialization
and social transition across various cultures in the late nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. ART/WORK highlights thirteen works of art from
Gettysburg College’s Fine Art Collection and Special Collections. Posters,
prints, and photographs in this exhibition are not simply documents
of people and tasks performed within their own particular histories
and societies, but are presented as works of art by a diverse group of
accomplished makers.
In the eighteenth century, commerce was thriving in London, and
peddlers were major contributors to the economic prosperity in the city.
Francis Wheatley’s series Cries of London consists of thirteen plates that
depict the life of lower-class urban workers, including peddlers providing
food and services through the streets of London. Wheatley’s series,
however, provides a romanticized depiction of street hawkers; in reality,
these workers’ dress, posture, and demeanor would have revealed the
demands of physical toil as they suffered other social inequities. Ironically, the traders Wheatley depicted could not afford the prints in which
they were depicted. The consumers of these prints were primarily middle
class, who valued the idea of a humble life and hard work, but also desired
picturesque wall decorations. Wheatley’s use of delicate strokes and fine
lines reflected an aristocratic aesthetic made available in low cost prints to
a wider public, who wanted to imitate an upper-class taste with a limited
budget. The two prints reproduced from Wheatley’s original paintings
offered sentimental depictions of a “good life” to an aspiring middle class.
A street hawker is also the subject in Tokuriki Tomikichiro’s
polychrome print, the Noodle Cart. The popular noodle dishes sold by
vendors like this one were favored and consumed by the working class as
the nation rebuilt in the years following the Second World War, when this
print was made. Mobile food stands grew in popularity during the Meiji
Era (1868–1912), and they satisfied the late-night cravings of the city
population when Japan was transitioning from a feudal society to a modern
nation. Instead of following the noisy and entertaining scenes of nightlife in
the form of ukiyo-e woodblock prints of the nineteenth century, Tomikichiro
presented a silhouette of a single vendor with his cart blowing the flute to
attract the attention of his customers on a quiet night. The poetic mood of
the print transforms an ostensibly mundane moment into an iconic image
and evokes at once a sense of nostalgia and a distinctive national identity
after the war.
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Labor, Industrialization, and
Social Transition
Lewis Hine’s compelling images of child labor in the first decades of the
twentieth century are some of the most impactful documents of this
period. At a time of intense social transition, along with more demands on
the workforce as a result of the Industrial Revolution, factory supervisors
allowed for cheap, easily exploitable child labor to grow at an unrelenting
pace. Children, who could not advocate for themselves, were taken
advantage of by employers in all parts of the United States and became
victims of industrialization in America. Hine photographed the realities
of child workers alongside detailed captions to reveal the truths of these
children’s experiences and to assist in proposals for protective legislation.
Photographs in this exhibition include those taken in Colorado and
Evansville, Indiana and suggest the real dangers and struggles the children
endured.
Pablo O’Higgins’ El Mercado explores the disparities between the
elite and lower classes of Mexico in the first few decades of the twentieth
century during a period of major social transition. With the shift of the
political power in the aftermath of the Mexican Revolution, artists affiliated
with the Taller de Gráfica Popular, an artists’ workshop focused on civil
rights, and economic equality, made prints that promoted social change.
Here, O’Higgins, exposes economic disparities by focusing on a woman
working in a market; this woman represents a group not appreciated or
acknowledged by those in power. Although his message might be subtly
conveyed, the artist makes a political statement on the tumultuous social
environment at the time. This print depicts the hardships of labor, emphasized by the monumental presence of the woman, as O’Higgins brings
attention to broader issues of class in Mexico.
When the People’s Republic of China was founded in 1949, the
country’s economy had been devastated after years of war. The Communist
Party (CPC) faced massive economic and political challenges and needed to
lead the nation quickly back to production. Under Mao Zedong’s leadership,
a rapid socialist state-building and industrialization took off. Propaganda
posters like Learn from Daqing in Industry are powerful weapons to convey
Mao’s spirit and policy during the fervent construction of new China. In this
print, the Daqing spirit of self-reliance and self-improvement was demonstrated by a group of steel workers from different professional backgrounds
symbolizing the unity and strength of the Chinese people at the time. The
“red, bright, light” aesthetic of romantic social realism resonates with the
enthusiasm and hardworking sprit of the workers in the struggle for creating
China’s own industry.
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Labor, Gender, and Race
The intense and accelerated pace of industrialization across the globe in
the twentieth century had a tremendous impact on workers, both positive
and negative, regardless of race, gender, or age. African American photographer James Van Der Zee presented a new image of Black men, women,
and children and recorded the professional and personal achievements of
middle and upper classes in Harlem beginning in the late 1910s. His photographs remarkably negate the stereotypes deeply embedded in American
culture and society in the twentieth century. Photographs, such as Secretary
shown here, celebrate and value new opportunities; for instance, this
Black woman is portrayed at a professional work setting, well-dressed and
thoroughly modern behind a gleaming typewriter. At the time the photograph was taken, images of Black women, when depicted in art and media,
were most often portrayed as domestic or agricultural labors. In the photograph, the subject directly contrasts such stereotypical representations, and
despite the societal limitations imposed on her because of race and gender,
Van Der Zee acknowledges her profound success.
Riva Helfond’s Sleeping Girl communicates social disparities in New
York City during the Great Depression and the Harlem Renaissance. As an
artist employed by the Works Projects Administration in the 1930s, Helfond
stresses the discomfort of the working conditions and social spaces of a
young African American woman, emphasizing the pressure placed on the
working class. The voices of many racial minorities were suppressed in the
United States at this time, so here, the presence of young Black woman
as the subject in this government-funded project is significant. During the
Depression, Helfond was a printmaking instructor in Harlem and this work
reveals a particular, personal sympathy for her subject and an intimate
awareness of the issues of race and gender during this challenging time in
America.
The founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949 led to the
emancipation of women. Laws and regulations were created by the
communist government to empower women and create gender equality.
Women were encouraged by the government to learn practical skills in
factories and to participate in social and political activities alongside men.
The print Technological Innovation Makes Red Flowers Blossom is a vivid
portrayal of women working at a large-scale weaving factory in Shanghai,
contributing to the industrial economy. The muscular portrayal of women
in rosy cheeks and with a shared cheerful spirit conveys a strong visual
message about women’s economic independence and equal status with men.
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Labor Imagined under the
Colonial Encounter
Dyeing and Winding Silk and the Melon Island and Irrigating Wheel are two
illustrations in a series of books published in London in the mid-nineteenth
century about the Qing dynasty, the last imperial power in China. The artist
Thomas Allom never traveled to China, but relied heavily on contemporary
knowledge and previous depictions. In the first print, Chinese men are seen
engaging in different steps of silk production. Against the beautiful scenery
of the Melon Island, Allom presents the exotic image of the tranquil Yangzi
delta region as the land of rice and fish. But, the focus is on the technology
and labor that complements the landscape: a large irrigation water wheel
and an almost poetic rendering of fishing boats around the Melon Island.
These lyrical and captivating images of China reflect a British
fascination with the Far East; they do not accurately document the “real”
place and can be seen as somewhat deceptive to contemporary viewers.
The prints were published after the First Opium War when the British
Empire relentlessly and forcefully opened the door to China. The British
colonial power forced the defeated Qing to open trade ports along the
east coast for the Empire’s economic gain. Allom’s illustrations made him
the most famous painter of Chinese scenery at the time. The prints, alongside
the text published in the book, clearly conveys a colonial and biased view
toward China.
Before the modernization of the country in the Meiji Era (1868–1912),
Japan was vulnerable to colonization by European powers much in the same
way as China was. Although Japan resisted European efforts to colonize
the country or key port cities, European colonial ambitions nonetheless left
a mark on Japanese society. The late nineteenth-century photo album in
the exhibition, made by notable photographers at Yokohama near Tokyo,
is a prime example of East-West cultural exchange at this key moment in
Japanese history. Contributors to the album include both Japanese artists
and European photographers residing in Japan. Patrons for the studio were
often westerners who desired idealistic depictions of everyday life in Japan.
Ever since Japan was forced to open to foreign markets, modernize, and
industrialize, popular attitudes between Japan and the rest of the world
evolved significantly, ebbing between both mutual distrust and fascination in each other and their distinct cultures. An understanding of the
differences between gender roles, particularly as it relates to labor, is also
present in the album’s thematic content. For instance, Drawing Up the Water
from the Well depicts Japanese women in traditional dress not just drawing
water from a well, but also performing a task that seemingly catered to the
western imagination.
—P
 rofessors Yan Sun and Shannon Egan with
Zirui Feng, Elinor Gass, Ran Li, Lauren McVeigh,
Matthew Montes and Lin Zhu
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Giovanni Vendramini (British, 1769–1839), after Francis Wheatley (British, 1747–1801)
Cries of London, Hot Spice Gingerbread, Smoking Hot!, Plate 12
1793–96
19th-century lithograph after engraving
13.75 x 10.75 in. (34.9 x 27.3 cm)
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library

Lin Zhu ’22

modified the picture. The first iteration of the composition included two women, but the later print only has
one woman.3 The later plate also lost its number and the
publication date.
Wheatley sustained his style in the Hot Spice
Gingerbread, Smoking Hot and depicted the people with
gentle and delicate strokes. The plate depicts a scene
of a woman and her children standing in front of a cart
buying gingerbread. The artist skillfully depicts the
steam from the food. The gingerbread indicates the
thriving global trade which brought the pastry’s ingredients like sugar and ginger to Britain. The plate also
shows the popularization of pastry in the eighteenth
century; bread had been very expensive since the
medieval period, and it was now more accessible to
city dwellers. The quality of life was improved with the
development of society and the global trade. Nevertheless, pastries were still uncommon treats for most
of the people and were only eaten on special occasions.
Like the peddler in Knives, Scissors, and Razors to Grind,
the hawker is unrealistically rosy-cheeked and looks
clean. Wheatley intentionally depicted life as idealized
in London, which shaped people’s dreams for possibilities and prosperity in the city. This depiction of a
somewhat fictitious life satisfied the middle-class desire
to imitate the upper-classes, which made this series so
popular among wide audiences. Instead of recording
the realities of “real” street sellers, Wheatley responds
to middle-class tastes and aspirations.4 His delicate
handling of line and color elevates his lower-class
subjects. Ultimately, Wheatley’s prints idealistically
depict the working class simultaneously to satisfy
middle-class fantasies about achieving the status of the
upper class, by purchasing prints, and to provide a sentimental, moral reminder of the value of humble life.

Francis Wheatley was born in 1747 in a tailor’s family.
His father encouraged his art career and provided his
son with good resources for studying art. Wheatley
became a member of the Royal Academy at the age of
eighteen and retained his membership for thirty-six
years, which helped him reach widespread popularity.
His early works were mostly oil paintings of portraits
and landscapes, in contrast to his later works of genre
scenes, like the Cries of London. His customers for
portraits and landscapes are mostly from upper-class
and wealthy families who could afford the oil paintings.
In 1779, Wheatley moved to rural Ireland with his
wife to avoid his creditors, so his paintings at the time
also include scenes of the countryside and cottages.
However, Wheatley’s depictions of peasants were
similar to how wealthy families were portrayed, except
for the peasants’ more casual clothes. The peasants
share similar facial expressions with the upper-class
people and show a sense of enjoyment with their
peaceful and pleasing rural life.
In 1784, Wheatley returned to London, since
it was the only possible place to develop his career.
In great need of money to pay off his debts, he often
collaborated with a print shop to create works that
attracted the rising middle class’s interest. Wheatley
focused on themes that reflected Christian moral values
like manners of humble life in his depictions of the lower
class.1 By looking at the life of the lower class, middleclass people could recollect their past hardships and
warn themselves to live humbly to retain their current
economic standing. Messrs. Colnaghi & Co. combined
the thirteen plates into a portfolio and published
the series titled the Itinerant Traders of London.2 The
fourteenth plate is the second version of Hot Spiced
Gingerbread, Smoking Hot, because the original plate was
damaged. The engraver repaired the broken part and

1	William Roberts, F. Wheatley, R.A.: His Life and Works (London: Otto Limited, 1910), 19–20.
2

William Roberts, F. Wheatley, 29–30.

3	“Wheatley’s ‘Cries of London,’” Huntington Library Quarterly 17, no. 3 (May 1954), https://doi.org/10.2307/3816424.
4	Sean Shesgreen, “The First London Cries,” Print Quarterly 10, no. 4 (December 1993): 368–370.
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Lin Zhu ’22

accessible to a wider public. In an advertisement from
that time, the price was 7s. 6d. (7 shillings, 6 pence)
(about $40 USD today) for uncolored works, or 16 s.
($114 USD today) colored.6 The middle-class average
annual income in the eighteenth century was about
£100 to £500.7 This relatively low price attracted some
individuals of the rising middle-class who wanted to
imitate the upper class and decorate their homes with
art, but could not bear the high price of original oil
paintings.
This print romanticizes the street life in London,
satisfying the upper-class aesthetics within a middleclass budget. In this print, Wheatley depicts a knife
grinder offering his services on the street. Two young
women come together to the peddler’s cart and give the
man a pair of scissors. The figures all smile, act politely,
and wear clean, elegant clothes. The grinder’s clean
clothes, without any wrinkles and stains, are unrealistic for a true lower-class craftsman. The representations are deceptive since viewers would presumably
not understood the pressures and hardships of the
lower-class. Wheatley’s goal was not to offer a realistic
document of lower-class life, but rather to cater the
aesthetic of his patrons.
Vendramini chose stipple engraving to create a
gentle and exquisite interpretation of the paintings,
which conforms to Wheatley’s original style. The
stipple engraving is a mixture of engraving and etching,
which uses small dots or flecks to produce softly
graded tones. This technique was first used in 1774
by British engraver William Ryland, and its practice
is limited to England, which was popular between the
late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century.8
The plate and other prints in the Cries of London series
successfully depict a romanticized and idealistic life of
street vendors for the delights of the middle-class.

“Any knives to grind!” A housewife in the eighteenth
century might be familiar with this cry, which was
common during that period.1 Street hawkers often
yelled in simple but powerful slogans to attract their
customers’ attention. Street cries are rarely heard
in London nowadays, but these cries inspired artists
and poets for centuries. The earliest record of a street
cry in London was Lydgate’s “London Lickpenny,” or
“Lackpenny,” which was probably written in the fifteenth
century and showed the oral tradition of the street
hawkers.2 The earliest prints of London cries are from
the 1600s by journeyman engravers, who were skilled in
the printing craft. These anonymous works were rough
and simplified, and to some extent demonstrated the
opposition against the aesthetics at the time.3 These
early prints are often formatted into small grids, with
each grid space showing different peddlers. The human
figures are relatively small and crude due to the space
limitation. The upper class did not show any interest in
these works, as they lacked aesthetic power and formal
intricacy.4
Francis Wheatley, however, transformed the
themes of peddlers and street cries and made them
picturesque. His series of Cries of London enjoyed
long-lasting success in the English printing world. This
exhibition includes plate 6, Knives, Scissors and Razors
to Grind, and plate 12, Hot Spice Gingerbread, Smoking
Hot. Wheatley first released the series of thirteen
paintings at the Royal Academy between 1792 and
1795, which attracted a great deal of attention at
exhibitions. Messrs. Colnaghi & Co. quickly had some
notable engravers transferring these paintings into
prints.5 Following Wheatley’s composition, Giovanni
Vendramini is identified as the original engraver of the
two plates which then were reprinted in the nineteenth
century. Prints were inexpensive and made art more

1

Rayner Stanford, Cries of London (London: Art Publishing Co., 1929), 13.

2

William Roberts, F. Wheatley, R.A.: His Life and Works (London: Otto Limited, 1910), 28.

3

Sean Shesgreen, “The First London Cries.” Print Quarterly 10, no. 4 (December 1993): 364.

4

Shesgreen, 365.

5

Roberts, 29-30.

6

Roberts, 30.

7	Clive Emsley, Tim Hitchcock, and Robert Shoemaker, “London History - Currency, Coinage and the Cost of Living,” Old Bailey
Proceedings Online, accessed November 1, 2021, https://www.oldbaileyonline.org/static/Coinage.jsp.
8	“Stipple Engraving,” in The Oxford Dictionary of Art, ed. Ian Chilvers (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), https://www.
oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780198604761.001.0001/acref-9780198604761-e-3363.
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Giovanni Vendramini (British, 1769–1839), after Francis Wheatley (British, 1747–1801)
Cries of London, Knives, Scissors and Razors to Grind, Plate 6
1793–96
19th-century lithograph after engraving
16.25 x 12.75 in. (41.3 x 32.4 cm)
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
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James Van Der Zee (American, 1886–1983)
Secretary
1929
silver print
9.5 x 7.5 in. (24 x 19 cm)
Purchase made possible by the Michael Birkner ’72 and Robin Wagner Art and Photography Acquisition
Fund, with additional support provided by Dr. Deborah Smith P’11, P’13. Special Collections and College
Archives, Musselman Library

it shows her persistence despite the barriers many
Black women faced. During the 1920s, Black women
were not even seen as suitable for work in factories
and were largely confined to domestic work in homes
or agricultural services. Moreover, worker protection
within Black women’s employment is seriously lacking.
In this photograph, the woman resists both stereotypes and restrictions; her perfectly styled and highly
fashionable curls, expensive jewelry, and glossy satin
dress give clues to her success and prowess. She is
lit with a glowing light that brings the focus to her as
she types on her advanced technology, a typewriter.
The unnamed woman is depicted as an intelligent,
hard-working, and deserving young woman with a
highly coveted secretarial position. She appears to be
secure in her settings and seamlessly fits in with her
environment which contributes to the overall distinguished air the photograph exudes. The picture brings
to light an extraordinary time where the woman in the
photograph has worked for her position and celebrates
her accomplishment in the fight for an opportunity in
the labor force. This photograph creates a moment of
valuable positive and beautiful representation of Black
women in art and the working world. It is unknown
as to what this woman’s job status was or if she was
actually a secretary. Ultimately, the visual aspects of this
photograph aid in depicting how Van Der Zee worked
to portray his subjects in a way that celebrates the
advances and professional successes of Black women.

Artist James Van Der Zee is renowned for his photographs of Black men, women, and children in Harlem,
New York throughout the early half of the twentieth
century. When Van Der Zee started his photographic
work, his main subjects were those who sat for him
in his Harlem photography studio. Many of his sitters
came to him for photographs that they wanted for
themselves, but he also brought in people to sit for
specific styles of photographs. Van Der Zee’s most
revolutionary period occurred when he was working
during the Harlem Renaissance, a period of great
cultural, social, and artistic achievements that were
accomplished within the community of Harlem through
the 1920s and 1930s.1 There was an increased call to
move past the negative stereotypes and racist depictions of Black people in the art and culture of the time.
Van Der Zee’s stunning photographs fulfill all of these
ideals and show his Black sitters as beautiful, powerful,
and distinguished. In addition to negative representations in popular culture, discriminatory practices
in the workplace limited economic and professional
opportunities.2 During the period when Van Der Zee
was creating his photographs, Black woman’s presence
in the workforce was severely marginalized. At a time
when the chance for a Black women to undertake a
successful career was lacking across the United States,
Van Der Zee’s photographs of a young Black woman,
titled Secretary, is exceptional.
Undoubtedly, the depiction of this Black woman
as a working professional is incredibly distinct because

1	Emilie Boone, “Reproducing the New Negro: James Van Der Zee’s Photographic Vision in Newsprint,” American Art 34, no. 2 (June
2020): 1.
2	Nina Banks, “Black Women’s Labor Market History Reveals Deep-Seated Race and Gender Discrimination,” Working Economics Blog,
Economic Policy Institute, February 19, 2019, https://www.epi.org/blog/black-womens-labor-market-history-reveals-deep-seatedrace-and-gender-discrimination/.
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Unidentified artist
Learn from Daqing in Industry
late 1960s
lithograph from an original gouache, 20.75 x 29 in. (52.7 x 73.7 cm)
Purchase of Friends of Musselman Library, Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library

of Mao Zedong), two engineers in white hat, a project
administrator in a blue cap, and steel workers in bamboo
helmets. Standing together, these people symbolize the
unity of all social groups and the strength of Chinese
people in the struggle for creating steel enterprise from
the scratch. Eight large Chinese characters at the top of
the composition read “Du li Zi zhu” 独立自主 and “Zi li
geng sheng”自力更生 can be translated as independence,
autonomy, and self-improvement, signifying the ethos
of the Chinese people at the time. The lively portrayal
of the blast furnace in the background and the smoky
atmosphere dramatize the worker’s enthusiasm and
hardworking spirit.
Integrating revolutionary romanticism and social
realism from Poland and the former Soviet Union, this
print demonstrates Chinese people’s determination in
developing a nation-wide industrialization. The print
was made after an original gouache painting in which
the artist used highly saturated color and emphasized
the contrast between light and shadow.4 Yu Huiyong,
the director of the Minister of Culture at the time,
proposed the “three prominences,” a suggestion that
the main characters in propaganda art should be “tall,
large, and full” accompanied by a “red, light, and bright”
aesthetic.5

“Chinese people have the will and the ability to catch up
with and surpass the world’s most advanced countries in
the near future.”1 Under chairman Mao Zedong’s guiding
principle, the Daqing oil field of geological reserves
of 2.26 billion tons was discovered and drilled in the
early 1960s.2 It not only helped China achieve the basic
self-sufficiency of oil at the time and solved the energy
problem, but relieved the nation’s economic difficulties.
The development and construction the Daqing oil field
was unprecedented and under arduous condition with
no machinery and very limited technology.3
Learn from Daqing in Industry is a nationwide
campaign to call on the study of Daqing’s spirit of
self-reliance and strenuous efforts to promote the
development of national industrial along with the
socialist construction. This print depicts a group of
workers casting steel at a foundry. The workers all look
enthusiastic and animated; the glowing background
in red harmonizes with the steel-making scene. In the
background to the left, workers and administrator are
conversing and monitoring and recording the progress
of production. In the foreground, five figures are braving
the heat and checking on the steel casting, including
a military leader in green uniform with a red-star
pinned on the hat (symbolically showing the presence

1	Mao Zedong, “Speech at a Meeting of the Representatives of Sixty-four Communist and Workers Parties,” November 18, 1957, in
Collected Writings of Mao Zedong, vol. 7 (Beijing: Renmin Press, 1999), 321-335. English translation by Michael Schoenhals, “Mao
Zedong: Speeches at the 1957 ‘Moscow Conference,’” Journal of Communist Studies 2, no. 2 (1986): 109–126, https://digitalarchive.
wilsoncenter.org/document/121559.
2	Anna Kuteleva, China’s Energy Security and Relations with Petro States: Oil as an Idea (United Kingdom: Taylor & Francis, 2021), 49.
3	Jinzi Zhao, “From Mao Zedong’s ‘Industrial Learning Daqing’ to the Speech Logistic of Daqing Spirit in the New Era,” Journal of Xiangtan
University 44, no. 3 (2020), 4–5.
4	Jinsong Yu and Shengli Chen, “Study on Aesthetic Value of China Propaganda Poster,” in Proceedings of the 2017 7th International
Conference on Social science and Education Research (SSER2017) (Atlantis Press, 2018), 97–98.
5	Huiyong Yu, “Let the Literary Stage Always Be a Position for Propagating Mao Zedong Thought,” Wenhuibao (Weihui newspaper), May
23, 1968.
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Cheng Xinfu 程欣甫 and Jin Ming 金铭
Ji shu ge xin kai hong hua (Technological Innovation
Makes Red Flowers Blossom), Shanghai
c. 1975
30 x 21 in. (76.6 x 53 cm)
lithograph after an original gouache painting
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
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Propaganda posters during the Cultural
Revolution have distinctive characteristics that
were identified as “tall, big, and full” and “red, light,
and bright,” also known as the “three prominences.”4
Workers, peasants, and soldiers were always tall and
strong. Their faces were always wide and reddish, with
eyes filled with hope and belief. Artists preferred to
work in gouache to create their propaganda paintings
with highly saturated colors.5 Using this technique,
artists demonstrate an “ideal scenario” of romantic
realism, not only depicting reality, but also an “idealized
society” pictured by the government. Art undoubtedly
became a way of building national ideology conforming
to Mao Zedong’s idea that all culture, literature, and art
define political lines and are considered as part of the
whole proletarian revolutionary cause.6
Propaganda posters became the most public and
motivating art form in China due to their illustrative
quality and powerful visual impact. More than 60
million copies of propaganda posters were produced
from 1952 to 1992.7 As a leading center for propaganda
poster production, Shanghai printed more than 1,655
types of propaganda posters.8 These widely disseminated propaganda posters publicized the government’s
policy, evoked patriotic desire, strengthened unity, and
promoted social harmony.

This lithograph, made after an original gouache painting,
depicts a Shanghai textile factory in the 1970s, featuring
five women from different generations promoting
China’s vice prime minister Deng Xiaoping’s call for
“science and technology are primary productive force.”1
Four female factory weavers wearing white aprons and
caps surround a master of traditional hand weaving in a
vintage blue blouse. These figures take up about three
quarters of the print. All the figures smile widely, as one
of the weavers shows the craftswoman how the textile
weaving machine works. The weaver who carries a
notebook seems to have been recording the production
information. The remaining two weavers look at the
elder craftswoman, while another follows her gaze
toward the weaving machine. The old craftswoman
gives a thumbs-up to the new technology, indicating
the approval of the innovative machine weaving. The
large number of looms in the background shows the
impressive scale of textile industry in Shanghai.
The print captures the transition from old to new
industries and the communist government’s call for
gender equality. Women are liberated in new China and
offered equal access to education.2 Just as Chairman
Mao said, the goal of government is to “Enable every
woman who can work to take her place on the labor
front, under the principle of equal pay for equal work.”3
The artists reveal here that women contributed to the
technological innovation, and their equal social status
was recognized.

1	Deng Xiaoping first proposed this thinking in 1975 at a report meeting from the Chinese Academy of Sciences. His original saying
“Technology and Science can be called as productive forces”. During his meeting with Czech President Husak on September 5, 1988, Deng
Xiaoping reiterated the idea “Science and technology are primary productive forces.” and later it became the guiding principle for
China’s economic development. http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/bizchina/2008-10/30/content_7169055.htm.
2	Jinsong Yu and Shengli Chen, “Study on Aesthetic Value of China Propaganda Poster,” in Proceedings of the 2017 7th International
Conference on Social science and Education Research (SSER2017) (Atlantis Press, 2018), 97–98.
3	John DeFrancis, Annotated Quotations from Chairman Mao (New Heaven: Yale University Press, 1975), 136.
4	Huiyong Yu, “Let the Literary Stage Always be a Position for Propagating Mao Zedong Thought,” Wenhuibao, May, 23, 1968. Huiyong Yu
was the Minister of Culture and Propaganda back then.
5	Lijun Zheng, Scenes and Images - Chinese Poster Art in the 20th Century (Chongqing: Chongqing University Press, 2007), 182.
6	
Mao Zedong’s “Talks at the Yan’an Conference on Literature and Art”: A Translation of the 1943 Text with Commentary, trans. Bonnie S
McDougall (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan and Center for Chinese Studies, 1980), 86. Mao Zedong first proposed this idea in his
talk s at the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art in May, 1942.
7	Lusheng Chen, A Pictorial History of New Chinese Art 1949-1966 (Beijing: China Youth Publishing House, 2000), 34.
8

Chen, A Pictorial History, 34.
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on inequities and political unrest in Mexico. The artist’s
choice of subject in El Mercado is significant because he
illuminated two groups of people that were typically
ignored: the lower working class and women. O’Higgins
utilized his role as an artist to make the elite care about
social and economic disparities and empower the lower
class to take action.
In 1933, O’Higgins helped found the League of
Revolutionary Writers and Artists (LEAR), and they
collectively fought against fascism and advocated for
social equality. Together, they supported social change
through art and writing and brought attention to the
working class. LEAR eventually disbanded, but once
Valdés became president, Mexican communist artists
who were originally part of LEAR felt inclined to create
a new group that would again fight for communism
and social change. O’Higgins once again had an impact
by co-founding a renowned print collective in Mexico
City: Taller De Gráfica Popular (TGP). Because prints
were relatively easy to reproduce and distribute, TGP’s
lithographs spread what was essentially propaganda for
the group’s revolutionary political agenda.
In 1946, O’Higgins’ lithographs, including El
Mercado shown here, were published in the portfolio
titled Mexican People, published by the TGP in collaboration with the American Art Association (AAA).2
As evinced in the mission of the TGP, O’Higgins’ print,
alongside others in this portfolio, exhibited his interest
in Mexican communism and his advocacy for workers’
rights. El Mercado illuminates his commitment to the
working class by focusing on an individual who was
deeply affected by political, economic, and social
tensions.

Pablo O’Higgins’ El Mercado depicts a lower workingclass woman, sitting on the street in an outdoor market
and selling fruit. Her clothing pools around her, and her
face and hands show years of manual labor. Two figures
face away from the woman in the back left, and the
woman is simultaneously focused on observing the fruit
in front of her and completing the task in her hands.
Despite her seemingly lowly social standing, O’Higgins
presents the woman as solid and monumental. The
two figures facing away in the background can be seen
in marked contrast to the vendor. They sit on a bench,
while she sits on the ground; they appear to be a couple
enjoying the market together, and she is working. The
woman is absorbed in her task, so it is as if the viewer
is in the position of a customer walking through the
market. O’Higgins embraced a modernist style, and the
figure’s stylized hands, feet, facial features, and muscles
look more masculine than conventionally feminine.
These details help to communicate the hardships and
struggles and labor of her everyday life.
The emphasis on the depiction of this woman
as a worker can be understood in the context of the
political climate in Mexico, which was divided drastically between the elite and the lower class.1 When
this print was made, the president of Mexico, Miguel
Alemán Valdés, largely ignored the cries of the working
class and supported rapid economic growth through
industrialization. His anti-communist stance put many
Mexican communist artists on edge. Because of Valdés’
focus on modernization, those who worked in rural
areas were forced to move to the cities to try to find
jobs. Social mobility, as well as acess to art, became even
more limited for many people. In response, O’Higgins
fought to expand the reach of art by making less
expensive lithographs and using his work to comment

1	Stephanie J. Smith, The Power and Politics of Art in Postrevolutionary Mexico (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2017),
149–179.
2	See Leopoldo Méndez, Portfolio Cover for Mexican People, 1946, photo relief in black, green, and white on orange cloth portfolio cover,
Art Institute of Chicago, https://www.artic.edu/artworks/139299/portfolio-cover-for-mexican-people.
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Pablo O’Higgins (Mexican, born United States, 1904–1983)
El Mercado (The Market)
1946
lithograph
17.6 x 15 in. (44.8 x 38.4 cm)
Purchase made possible by the Michael J. Birkner ’72 and Robin Wagner
Art and Photography Acquisition Fund. Gettysburg College Art Collection,
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library.
Image © Artist Rights Society (ARS), New York/ SOMAAP, Mexico City

Riva Helfond (American, 1910–2002)
Sleeping Girl
1935–43
lithograph
12.5 x 17.5 in. (31.8 x 44.5 cm)
On loan from the Collection of Dr. Deborah Smith P’11, P’13
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a worker in that neighborhood. Political and social
tensions in the United States increasingly affected
the labor force in the mid-twentieth century, and thus
prompted Helfond to capture individuals who were
impacted the most. She illustrated how the American
lower class was exhausted due to exploitative labor
practices and systemic discrimination.
This economic depression made recovery
difficult in the United States, and in response President
Roosevelt created the New Deal — a series of reforms to
lower unemployment rates and recover from economic
disparity. This included plans to put Americans to to
work, while simultaneously promoting American work
ethic and nationalism.3 The Works Progress Administration (WPA) was designed to provide hobs to a large
portion of the population, including artists. However, in
an effort to support the well-being of the country as a
whole, including the economy and reputation to other
countries, the United States neglected to address the
struggles of individuals and the people that made the
improvement of the country possible. Between the years
of 1936 and 1941, the WPA commissioned Helfond
to use her artistic talents to portray the “American
experience;” she interpreted these instructions very
differently than many other artists and focused on the
exhaustion of individuals in the working class in New
York City. Helfond adopted a progressive stance on
social and political topics in America. Her art made a
potent statement, considering her government-funded
art took a critical stance on social inequality in America.
By emphasizing the exhaustion of lower-class workers,
Helfond expressed a sincere appreciation of those who
continued to struggle, economically and socially.

Riva Helfond’s Sleeping Girl stands apart from other
works of art depicting labor in this exhibition because
the worker is not actively working. She instead has
collapsed from exhaustion, presumably after a long day
of work. Her head rests on her folded arms, and her
eyes are closed. Positioned at an odd angle, the chair
she sits in seems very shallow, and the composition is
compressed toward the picture plane, emphasizing her
considerable fatigue despite the physical constraints of
the space. The placemat she lays her head on curves up
vertically along the side of the wall, as if it is struggling
to stay within the print; similarly, her shoulders and the
position of her arms bend at a right angle that mimics
the shape of the frame. The clothing and fabric holding
her hair back indicates that she works as a type of
laundress or domestic worker. Not only was the artist’s
choice of subject and scene important, but the medium
of her work — printmaking — reveals the artist’s interest
in making art more accessible to a wider public. By
primarily creating inexpensive lithographs, Helfond was
able to share her progressive political views and interest
in documenting the labor of the lower classes.
While Helfond created her lithographs, the United
States was still recovering financially from economic
setbacks, including a sharp increase in unemployment.1
During this time, Harlem was especially affected by
the Great Depression due to the discrimination against
the people of color who made up a large portion of the
community. Because Helfond worked as a teacher at the
Harlem Community Arts Center, she saw the social and
economic disparities firsthand.2 Sleeping Girl could have
been inspired by someone she witnessed while spending
time in Harlem, as the girl in the photograph was likely

1	Thomas E. Hall and J. David Ferguson, “What Happened?” in The Great Depression: An International Disaster of Perverse Economic Policies
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1998), 1–16.
2	Stephen Neil Greengard and Riva Helfond, “Ten Crucial Years: The Development of United States Government Sponsored Artists
Programs 1933-1943 A Panel Discussion by Six WPA Artists,” The Journal of Decorative and Propaganda Arts 1 (Spring 1986): 46.
3

Francis V. O’Connor, “The New Deal Art Projects in New York,” American Art Journal 1, no. 2 (Autumn 1969): 58–79.
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around mid-eighteenth century.3 Allom lacks the intimate
knowledge about China and ignored the fact that women
had been a major force of silk production. There is an
old Chinese saying, “men tilling and women weaving”
which speaks the gendered division of labor in traditional
Chinese agricultural economy.4 As an outsider, Allom’s
misconception was illustrated by his presentation of silk
production as a male-dominated task.
China Illustrated was published right after the Qing
dynasty signed the most humiliating Nanking Treaty
with the British Empire to end the First Opium War
(1839-1842). In this treaty, the defeated Qing regime
was forced to open five port cities to trade with the
British. The British had a high demand for China’s silk,
porcelain, and tea since the eighteenth century which
created a trade imbalance between the two countries.
To offset the trading deficit, British businessmen
smuggled a large quantity of opium into China in the
late eighteenth century to reverse the situation. The
increasing opium addiction within China was illustrated by Allom in the Opium Smoker in the same series.
The portrayal of a group of decadent Chinese opium
smokers conveyed the artist’s biased view.5
Such colonial overtones were made explicit by
the accompanying text of the print by George N. Wright
who arbitrarily stated that Chinese silk was low quality
and the people were barbaric and lacked integrity.6
This view echoes the ambition and arrogance of the
aggressive British Empire who intended to colonize
China at the time. After the second Opium War (18561860), the publisher changed the name of the book
series from China Illustrated to Chinese Empire Illustrated
to further humiliate and ridicule the Qing dynasty.7

This print depicts a laborious scene of a group of
workers processing silk at a workshop at the Yangzi
Delta Region in the eighteenth-century of the Qing
dynasty. The pool on the left perfectly separates the
space and the task: men in the dominant position at
the front dyeing the silk, and women further away in
the distance winding the silk. The man by the water
is degumming the raw silk. Three men to the right are
putting degummed silk into big dying tanks. The dyeing
process is completed by drying the bundle of silk thread
on wooden sticks at the rooftop. The activities of male
and female workers are juxtaposed with traditional
Chinese architecture depicted with rules of scientific
perspective showing a clear sense of order.
This meticulous print created by Thomas Allom,
an English topographical illustrator, artist, and architect,
belongs to a series of fours volumes titled China Illustrated published by Fisher, Son & Co. between 1843 and
1847. The curved rising eaves, the neat arrangement of
roof tiles, and the wooden pillars are rendered based
on illustrations of traditional Chinese architecture
available at the time. Britain and the western world
had developed strong interest in China since the
seventeenth century resulting a rising popularity of
Chinoiserie style.1 But there was a lack of the general
knowledge and visual representations of China and
China Illustrated satisfied such demand.2
An interesting fact is that Allom never traveled to
China. He appropriated relevant motifs from paintings
by William Alexander, a member of the British envoy to
China in the late eighteenth century; and the paintings
supplied by military officers like Lieutenant Frederick
White and Captain Stoddart who also traveled to China

1	Stacey Sloboda, Chinoiserie: Commerce and Critical Ornament in Eighteenth-Century Britain (New York: Manchester University Press,
2014), 29, 33.
2	James M’Kenzie-Hall, “Illustrated Travel: The Topographical Steel-Engraved Books of Henry Fisher, Son & Co. (c. 1829–1844),”
Publishing History 72, no. 72 (2012): 82-83.
3	Lee Hammers Roslyn, “‘How Can It Be that a Crow’s Tail Can Hold Water?’: The Square-Pallet Pump in Lou Shu’s Pictures of Tilling and
Weaving,” Technology and Culture 46, no. 1 (January 2005): 132–36.
4	Angela Sheng, “Introduction from the Guest Editor: Women’s Work, Virtue and Space: Change from Early to Late Imperial China.” East
Asian Science, Technology, and Medicine, no. 36 (2012): 10.
5	Thomas Allom and G. N. Wright, China: in a Series of Views, Displaying the Scenery, Architecture and Social Habits of That Ancient Empire
(London: Fisher, Son & Co., 1843), 233.
6

Allom and Wright, 25.

7	M’Kenzie-Hall, “Illustrated Travel,” 53.
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Thomas Allom (English, 1804–1872)
Dyeing and Winding Silk
Fisher, Son & Co., London
c. 1843
steel engraving
5 x 7.5 in. (12.5 x 19 cm)
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library

Thomas Allom (English, 1804–1872)
Melon Island and Irrigating Wheel
Fisher, Son & Co., London
c. 1843
steel engraving
9 x 12 in. (23 x 30 cm)
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together. Another member in the same envoy observed
the Chinese water wheel and explained that the wheels
were mostly made of wooden sticks and played a vital
role in Chinese agriculture.3 Comparably, Allom’s water
wheel in the print consists of thicker wooden poles,
and the size is smaller to create a visual harmony. The
Chinese pagoda present in Alexander’s painting also
provides a visual reference for this print.
This print was published in a series of books China
Illustrated by Fisher, Son & Co. between 1843 and 1847,
a year after Qing signed the humiliating treaty with
the British Empire. Melon Island located in present day
Jiangsu Province is very close to Nanjing where the
treaty was signed. In the treaty, China was forced to
open five ports to trade with the British Empire; one
of them is Shanghai, not far from Melon Island. The
publisher later reissued the Chinese Empire Illustrated
by changing the title and adding new plates during the
Second Opium War (1856-1860).4 Both series ridiculed
the Qing regime and conveyed the colonist’s arrogance
and contemptuous attitude.
Though Allom’s prints are thought to be idealized
portrayals of Chinese scenery and people, his illustrations and accompanied comments by George N. Wright
provided a more comprehensive view of China and
satisfied the British people’s curiosity of this unknown
eastern world. China Illustrated and the later reissued
edition Chinese Empire Illustrated gained enormous
market success, making Allom one of the most famous
China scenery painters. His imaginary scenes of China
fueled the western mania toward Chinese decorative
style and further stirred up the Empire’s imperialist
desire to colonize the land and people in the Far East.

Melon Island, seen in front of a gentle rolling hills in the
distance, is marked by an upright pagoda in the center
surrounded by luxuriant trees. In front of the island
are a few fishing boats illustrating a tranquil life at this
ancient port town in the lower Yangzi River Valley.
At the right of this print, a large wheel is drawing the
water to irrigate the farmland. Water wheels played a
significant role in Chinese agriculture for centuries. The
energy produced by the water wheel provides not only
the irrigation for the farmland, but also energy to grind
grains, hull rice, and crush ores.
Strategically situated at an intersection of the
Grand Canal and the estuary of the Yangzi River, Melon
Island was a hub for transporting goods between north
and south China. The site has long been celebrated
in Chinese literature, including the famous poem
“Parking the Ship Next to the Melon Island” by Song
dynasty statesman and poet Wang Anshi.1 Wang Anshi
described Guazhou the Chinese name of the island, “The
Guazhou in Jingkou is divided by the Yangtze River,”
expressing the emotions he evoked when he missed
his hometown far away from the Melon Island. Many
other famous poets have also depicted Guazhou in
their works, therefore indicating the location’s literary
significance.
Thomas Allom very likely never traveled to China.
His print of Melon Island was an imagined drawing
based on paintings by William Alexander who was
the first draftsman of the British envoy to China from
1792 to 1794.2 Alexander documented local Chinese
customs and cultures in his works. A watercolor
painting illustrates the structure of the irrigating wheel.
He analyzed how different parts of the wheels worked

1

Zhaopeng Wang and Chonghao Huang, eds. Wang Anshi Collection (Nanjing: Phoenix Publishing House, 2014), 72.

2

“William Alexander,” The British Museum, accessed November 4, 2021, https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/term/BIOG17080.

3	“Chinese Water Wheel After William Alexander,” Gallerease, accessed November 4, 2021, https://gallerease.com/en/artworks/
chinese-water-wheel-after-william-alexander__5f6efa25e00a.
4	James M’Kenzie-Hall, “Illustrated Travel: The Topographical Steel-Engraved Books of Henry Fisher, Son & Co. (c. 1829–1844),”
Publishing History 72, no. 72 (2012): 53–96.
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printing technique, much like woodcut techniques seen
in the West, and often requires a collaboration of the
artist, publisher, carver, and printer.2 This technique was
used in the Edo period (1603-1867) for the creation of
ukiyo-e 浮世絵 literally the “picture of the floating world.”
The Great Wave Off Kanagawa by Katsushika Hokusai
from the nineteenth century is one of the finest of this
type of print.
Noodle Cart, however, is a great example of
Sōsaku Hanga 創作版画 or Creative Prints. It is a style
that formed in the first half of the twentieth century
after the decline of the ukiyo-e. Tokuriki was a leader of
this new style.3 Sōsaku Hanga emphasizes the artist’s
involvement in every step of the creative process which
allows for greater creativity and artistic expression.4
Noodle Cart captures an idyllic scene of everyday life
in the city after World War II. Street food and casual
restaurants thrived in urban centers when Japan rebuilt
its economy.5 Noodles, a beloved cuisine in Japan, offers
comfort and a sense of relief after a long day at work
for busy urban dwellers. And, carts like this one had
existed for centuries. Tokuriki’s Noodle Cart generates
nostalgia for Japanese viewers and evokes a feeling
of national identity in the aftermath of the war, as the
nation sought to rebuild. Sōsaku Hanga was also among
the first successful artistic exports in the second half of
the twentieth century, paving the way for the success
of other Japanese fine arts and popular culture loved in
the West today.6

Noodle Cart by Tokuriki Tomikichirō, an artist based
in the Kyoto area of Japan, is a post-World War II
woodblock print that depicts a man as a silhouette
playing a flute to attract customers to his noodle cart,
known as the yatai 屋台 in Japanese.1 It appears to be
dark at this time of the day given the grayscale in the
background. The print uses grays, browns, and dark
blues in its color palette with yellow, red, and light blue
highlights on the cart. It is a narrow composition with
the human figure toward the right edge. The limited and
dark color palette, soft tones and simple composition
gives a sense of a quiet night on the streets, with the
only light coming from the cart itself and presumably a
street lamp off the frame in the background suggested
by the shadow of the cart cast on the road. The types of
noodles sold are indicated by Japanese writing on the
cart, “そば” or soba on the orange window is a type of
popular buckwheat noodle. “きつねうどん代二十円” or
kitsune udon dai ni-juu en on the light blue sign shows the
price of the Udon as twenty yen. Udon is a variation of
popular noodles. “中華そば” or chūka soba on the four
dark colored banners means Chinese noodles, speaking
the Sino-Japanese cultural exchange. Lastly, Tomikichirō
“冨吉郎” the name of the artist is signed on the upper
right corner.
Woodblock printing has been one of the most
widely recognized art forms from Japan in the West
since the late nineteenth century. Its fundamental
process and aesthetic evolved over centuries since its
introduction from China. It can be understood as a relief

1	George Solt, “Chinese Noodles for Japanese Workers,” in The Untold History of Ramen: How Political Crisis in Japan Spawned a Global Food
Craze (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2014), 22.
2

Rebecca Salter, Japanese Woodblock Printing (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press), 11.

3	“Tokuriki Tomikichiro (徳力富吉郎),” The British Museum, accessed October 29, 2021, https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/term/
BIO6754.
4	Alicia Volk, “Japanese Prints Go Global,” in Made in Japan: The Postwar Creative Print Movement (Milwaukee: Milwaukee Art Museum,
2005), 5.
5

Solt, The Untold History of Ramen, 22.

6

Volk, Made in Japan, 6.
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Tokuriki Tomikichirō 徳力富吉郎 (1902–1999)
Noodle Cart
mid-20th century
woodblock print
15 x 20 in. (38 x 50 cm)
Gift of Harold C. Cooper ’63 to the Gettysburg College Asian Art Collection,
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library

Lewis Hine (American, 1874–1940)
Colorado, October 1915 and Evansville, Ind., October 1908
gelatin silver prints
1915, 4.5 x 6.5 in. (11.4 x 16.5 cm)
1908, 4.5 x 4.75 in. (11.4 x 12 cm)
Gift of Ray Perisho, Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
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and looks a bit hesitant in his facial expression which
helps viewers realize just how young he is. Hine strategically places his camera in a way to show the small size
of the boy in comparison with the massive horses, which
demands the viewer’s ask why such a young person has
been burdened with this responsibility.
Hine’s other photograph in this exhibition, Evansville, Ind., October 1908, shows eight boys standing within
a door frame of the World Furniture Factory along
with three grown men seated behind who are slightly
obscured by the lighting. This image provides evidence
for how children were prime targets for factorial work.
Three of the boys even have slight smiles on their faces
which underscores their youth and vulnerability, and
perhaps also elicits more of the viewer’s sympathy.
These boys were expected to operate large circular saws
to cut wood; there were no safety protections in place
and the size and skill required of the machinery were
better suited, of course, to adult workers. Moreover,
this willing omission of safety regulation for the child
workers can also be seen in the subjects’ clothing, as
each boy is wearing entirely different clothes while
the adults are all wearing matching uniforms. Hine’s
pictorial emphasis is on the young boys with the sunlight
bathing them in a light glow while darkness floods the
men behind. Hine’s photograph shows them as they are
in that moment: young boys taking a break from a long
day. Hine specifically placed the men behind the boys to
emphasize the adults’ negligence and participation in the
exploitation of child labor.
Alongside each photograph, Hine wrote captions
to elucidate the details of each situation, to ensure that
child labor was not forgotten or misunderstood. For this
photograph, Hine wrote that one of the boys was about
to have his arms and hands crushed by the full force
blades if he made a single mistake. Although the boys
may appear relaxed in the photograph, Hine reminds
the viewer of the true horrors of the situation. Although
wide-spread, effective legislation took decades to
achieve, Hine was committed to documenting these
travesties that were unseen or unknown to many
Americans.

Lewis Hine is one of the most influential and esteemed
photographers of the twentieth century. His thousands
of photographs documented the practices of child
labor in cities and rural towns throughout the United
States and opened the doors to worker protection
laws and regulations. He began his career not as a
photographer but as an assistant teacher of studying
nature and geography at the Ethical Culture School in
New York City.1 While at the school, he began taking
students on trips to Ellis Island, one of the most famous
entrances to the United States for immigrants in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. He photographed the men, women, and children who arrived in
a steady stream to their new home.2 These experiences
helped him realize that his true passions lay outside the
classroom. When Hine began his career, the Industrial
Revolution had changed American labor and lives. The
need for cheap, quick, and extremely high amounts of
workers grew at a rapid, unrelenting speed. Factory
and business owners turned to children as young as the
age of three to fulfill the soaring demands.3 Alongside
the low wages and often dangerous demands of the
expected tasks, there was little to no worker regulation
or protection laws, let alone child worker safeguards.
Hine was hired by the National Child Labor Committee
in 1906 to document the injustices so that the greater
public could begin to understand the gravity of these
issues and demand reform.4 The thousands of photographs that were created during his time working for
the NCLC are some of his most moving.
In the case of Hine’s rural farm photography,
Colorado, October 1915, is a strong example of how Hine
chronicled labor abuses outside the factories. It depicts
a boy of what appears to be around thirteen handling
a plow/harrow that is being pulled by two horses. This
machine was extremely difficult to handle as the horses
only slightly loosened the soil, leaving it all up to the
handler to push the plow through the rocky, dense
ground. The boy looks very small in stature compared
to the horse and the plow, which demonstrates how his
size was not fit for operating such heavy machinery. The
boy only has his hand on one of the handles of the plow

1	Deborah L. Smith-Shank, “Lewis Hine and His Photo Stories: Visual Culture and Social Reform,” Art Education 56, no. 2 (March 2003): 34.
2

Smith-Shank, “Lewis Hine and His Photo Stories,” 34.

3

Smith-Shank, “Lewis Hine and His Photo Stories,” 34.
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Drawing Up the Water from the Well appears in a
nineteenth-century photo album among dozens of
other exquisite photographs from Yokohama, Japan.
The album itself is beautifully lacquered on the cover
to store the hand-colored photographs. The photographs range in themes and genres from ethnographic
typologies, portraits, nature, architecture, gender
roles, leisure and labor. It is a commercially produced
work created by artists affiliated with the School of
Yokohama and sold to foreign clients as tourism photography. The images are not individually credited to their
artist(s), but very likely are collective works of artists
who were active in the Yokohama region. They include
Tamamura Kozaburo, Adolfo Farsari, Felice Beato,
Kusakabe Kinbei, Enami Nobukuni, Shimooka Renjo and
Baron Raimund von Stillfried, potentially among others.1
Drawing Up the Water from the Well depicts two
women dressed in traditional kimono preforming labor
for the household. Stylistically, it has an interesting
triangular composition framing the women in the scene.
It is likely to have been staged by the photographer in
an attempt to contribute to the goal of tourism photography, to give a sense of idealism and exoticism for a
foreign audience. This is evident given the way the
women are very nicely dressed and adorned with an
intricate hairstyle which would not have been suitable
for everyday labor. The emphasis by the colorists on
the kimono is also notable for the contrasts between
traditional femininity and Japan’s rapid modernization
and globalization which challenged those perceptions
of women.2 In this photo album, originally Western

technology, the camera, is being used to capture images
of traditional Japan.
The first daguerreotype camera was introduced to
Japan in 1848, about a decade after the announcement
of its invention in France in 1839. In the decades
that followed, photographic technologies changed,
and a dry-plate camera was likely used for this photo
album. Because of photography’s Western origin,
leaders of Japanese photography studios were initially
Westerners who had an interest in markets outside of
Japan and began a movement of tourism photography,
which captured the imaginations of Westerners who
previously had few ideas of what life in Japan was
like. Yokohama was at the center of a new Japanese
photographic movement.3 Key among the stylistic
attributes of the nineteenth-century Japanese tourism
photography movement, also known as Yokohama
Shashin 横浜写真, was the use of hand-colored albumen
prints.4 Coloring the photos was a tedious process
and the resulting prints were often fragile. Consistent
with Japanese philosophy of carefully combining the
new with the old, the pigments used were found to be
traditional pigments mixed with new synthetic colors.5
Tourism photography served an important
purpose not only as a successful business, but as a
means of communicating Japan’s proud traditional
culture and its modernization to a critical international
audience.6 The group of both Japanese and foreign
contributors embraced a new technological medium and
introduced their own photographic aesthetic to Japan.

1	Robert Burton, “Photographers,” Early Photography of Japan, Harvard College Library, accessed November 5, 2021.
2	Koyama Shizukoand Gabriel A. Sylvain, “The ‘Good Wife and Wise Mother’ Ideology in Post-World War I Japan,” U.S.-Japan Women’s
Journal. English Supplement, no. 7 (1994), 31.
3	Luke Gartlan, “Types or Costumes? Refraining Early Yokohama Photography,” Visual Resources 22, no. 3 (January 2011): 239.
4	Robert Burton, “Hand Coloring Photographs,” Early Photography of Japan, Harvard College Library, accessed November 5, 2021,
https://library.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/static/collections/epj/hand_coloring.html.
5	Laura Rampazzi, et al., “Non-Invasive Identification of Pigments in Japanese Colored Photographs,” Microchemical Journal 157
(September 2020): 10.
6	Allen Hockley, “Expectation and Authenticity in Meiji Tourist Photography,” in Challenging Past and Present: The Metamorphosis of
Nineteenth-Century Japanese Art (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2006): 114.
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Drawing Up the Water from the Well
c.1890s
hand-tinted albumen print
11 x 8.25 in. (27.2 x 21.1 cm)
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library

Cover image:

Xinfu Cheng and Jin Ming
Technological Innovation Makes Red Flowers Blossom, Shanghai
c. 1975, lithograph, 30 x 21 in. (76.6 x 53 cm)
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Back cover image:

Riva Helfond (American, 1910–2002)
Sleeping Girl
1935–43, lithograph, 12.5 x 17.5 in. (31.8 x 44.5 cm)
On loan from the Collection of Dr. Deborah Smith P’11, P’13
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